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that a mutator allele can readily hitchhike to fixation with beneficial mutations in an asexual population
having a low, wild-type mutation rate. Using Eshcerichia coli, I show that a genotype bearing two mutator
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to a rate that threatens extinction due to overwhelming mutational pressure. To test this prediction, I
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of the single-mutator populations had risen substantially, consistent with the substitution of beneficial
mutations; in contrast, the growth rate of the double-mutator populations had fallen significantly,
consistent with erosion of fitness by deleterious mutations. In addition, both sets of populations had
maintained the mutation rate present at the outset of the experiment. Strikingly, the experiment seems to
have provided evidence of mutation-driven fitness decline in the double-mutator populations despite the
presence of beneficial mutations. I address the experimental results in the context of theoretical
predication of fitness decline at a high mutation rates.
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ABSTRACT

THE EVOLUTION OF A HIGH MUTATION RATE AND DECLINING FITNESS IN
ASEXUAL POPULATIONS
Christopher F. Gentile
Paul Sniegowski
Simulations of asexual populations undergoing continual adaptation present a definite
prediction: mutator hitchhiking should drive the mutation rate upwards in an asexual
population until it reaches an intolerable level, at which point the population will be
driven extinct. Experimental studies have shown that a mutator allele can readily
hitchhike to fixation with beneficial mutations in an asexual population having a low,
wild-type mutation rate. Using Eshcerichia coli, I show that a genotype bearing two
mutator alleles can supplant an asexual population already fixed for one mutator allele.
My results provide experimental support for recent theory predicting that mutator alleles
will tend to accumulate in asexual populations by hitchhiking with beneficial mutations,
causing an ever-higher genomic mutation rate. Interestingly, results from recent
simulations also suggest that the deleterious mutational load which accompanies an
increased mutation rate is not immediately incurred. The delay in accruing a mutational
load may potentially allow a succession of mutator hitch hiking events to occur before the
cost of the initial hitchhiking event is incurred. Ultimately, mutation rates in asexual
populations may evolve upwards to a rate that threatens extinction due to overwhelming
mutational pressure. To test this prediction, I established independent populations of E.
coli bearing either a single- or double-mutator genotype and propagated them for several
iv

thousand generations. At the conclusion of the experiment, the growth rate of the singlemutator populations had risen substantially, consistent with the substitution of beneficial
mutations; in contrast, the growth rate of the double-mutator populations had fallen
significantly, consistent with erosion of fitness by deleterious mutations. In addition, both
sets of populations had maintained the mutation rate present at the outset of the
experiment. Strikingly, the experiment seems to have provided evidence of mutationdriven fitness decline in the double-mutator populations despite the presence of beneficial
mutations. I address the experimental results in the context of theoretical predication of
fitness decline at a high mutation rates.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Mutation rate evolution
The genomic mutation rate is influenced by multiple genetic pathways and numerous loci
(Friedberg et al. 1995) and can reasonably be considered a polygenic quantitative trait.
Alleles at loci affecting the mutation rate may be considered ―mutation rate modifier
alleles‖ and are presumably subject to natural selection. There are potentially two types
of natural selection on mutation rate modifier alleles, direct and indirect (Sniegowski et
al. 2000). Direct selection acts via the immediate fitness effects a mutation rate modifier
allele may have. For example, if a mutation rate modifier allele coincidentally increases
the speed of DNA replication and allows faster cell growth and division, it may have an
immediate beneficial fitness effect and may be subject to direct selection. In contrast,
indirect selection acts on the fitness of a mutation rate modifier allele‘s genetic
background. For example, one or more beneficial mutations may arise on the same
background as a mutator allele (a mutation rate modifier allele which increases the
genomic mutation rate). Indirect selection via these beneficial mutations may drive the
fixation of both the beneficial mutations and the mutator allele. This example also serves
to illustrate the phenomenon of mutator hitchhiking, whereby mutator alleles rise in
frequency towards fixation with associated beneficial mutations, which results in an
increased genomic mutation rate across the population.
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The strength of indirect selection is strongly influenced by the level of linkage
disequilibrium between mutation rate modifier alleles and fitness-affecting loci, which is
eroded by recombination. In recombining populations, mutation rate modifier alleles can
be separated from the genetic background in which they arose, thus limiting indirect
selection via any potentially linked deleterious or beneficial mutations. This suggests
that sexual populations have relatively weak indirect selection to modify mutation rates,
and that they may evolve to a potential equilibrium rate which balances the cost of
deleterious mutations with the direct fitness costs of increased replication (Kondrashov
1995; Sniegowski et al. 2000; but see Lynch 2008). In contrast to sexual populations,
asexual populations are likely to be subject to strong indirect selection of mutation rate
modifiers because of linkage disequilibrium. The notion that indirect selection should act
to set an optimal equilibrium mutation rate in an asexual population was first proposed by
Fisher (1930) and has since received significant theoretical and experimental treatments
(see chapter III).

Several relatively recent observations suggest that the theory that mutation rates of
asexual populations evolve to an optimum may not be adequate. That is not to suggest
that there is no optimal mutation rate, but rather that populations do not necessarily
maintain it. Many of the models predicting evolution of an optimal mutation rate assume
that genetic load changes concurrently and immediately with changes in the mutation
rate. Johnson (1999), however, noted that there is a delay between an increase in
mutation rate and a corresponding increase in mutational load. Thus, the full deleterious
effects of an increased mutation rate are not immediately subject to selection. Theory
2

(Andre and Godelle 2005) and simulations (Gerrish et al. 2007) suggest that this delay
can allow the occurrence of recurrent mutator hitchhiking events in an asexual
population, resulting in an upward bias in mutation rate evolution. In theory, the
mutation rate of an asexual population may even evolve upwards to a rate that increases
the risk of extinction due to the overwhelming accumulation of deleterious mutations
(Gerrish et al. 2007).

1.2. Dissertation Structure
The rest of chapter I reviews some of the important context required to understand the
results presented in the dissertation. This includes a review of previous relevant
experimental evolution studies and the advantages of Escherichia coli as a model
organism.

Chapter Two present the results of work addressing the potential for recurrent mutator
hitchhiking in an asexual population. This work investigates the conditions under which
mutator hitchhiking is probable and addresses previous reports of mutators in natural and
experimental microbial populations. The results provide some experimental support for
recent theory predicting that mutator alleles will tend to accumulate in asexual
populations by hitchhiking with beneficial mutations, causing an ever-higher genomic
mutation rate.

Chapter Three investigates the long-term consequences of bearing a very high mutation
rate, using a long-term propagation and experimental evolution approach. The results
3

presented in this chapter analyze the fitness consequences of a very high mutation rate
and examine how the mutation rate affects the probability that extinction may occur. The
results are examined in the context of theories predicting extinction of an asexual
population that carries a very high mutation rate.

Chapter Four reviews the primary results of the previous chapters and examines them in
the context of future research directions and opportunities.

1.3. Escherichia coli and experimental evolution
In the work presented here, I investigate the dynamics of mutator hitchhiking and the
long-term fitness consequences of carrying a high mutation rate using an experimental
evolution approach with E. coli. There are several practical benefits to using E. coli that
make it ideal for investigating the evolution of mutation rates in asexual populations: E.
coli has a short generation time, it is easy to propagate, and it is easy to maintain a range
of population sizes that spans several orders of magnitude. In addition, the genomes of
several strains of E. coli -including the strain used in this study- have been completely
sequenced (Blattner et al. 1997; Perna et al. 2001); as whole-genome sequencing
becomes more readily available, genomic analysis of experimental E. coli populations
will be much easier.

There is a rich body of work investigating the genetic basis of mutation rate in E. coli
(Treffers et al. 1954; Lederberg 1965; Liberfarb and Bryson 1970; Siegel and Ivers 1975;
Sevastopoulos and Glaser 1977; Quinones and Piechocki 1985; Schaaper and Dunn 1987;
4

Schaaper and Radman 1989; Fijalkowska et al. 1993; Krishnaswamy et al. 1993;
Schaaper 1993; Oller and Schaaper 1994; Fijalkoswka and Schaaper 1995; Fijalkowska
and Schaaper 1996; Schaaper 1996; Notley-McRobb et al. 2002; Szidic and Petranovic
2003). Previous work has also investigated the evolution of mutation rates using E. coli
(Chao and Cox 1983; Fijalkowska et al. 1993; Krishnaswamy et al. 1993; Sniegowski et
al. 1997; Notley-McRobb et al. 2002; Shaver et al. 2002). There is also a history of using
E. coli in experimental evolution and propagation experiments (Lenski 1988; Lenski et al.
1991; Travisano et al. 1995; Sniegowski et al. 1997; Holloway et al. 2007; Blount et al.
2008; Khan et al. 2011). Here, I use E. coli to investigate theory suggesting that the
mutation rate of an asexual population may evolve upwards to a rate that causes an
overwhelming number of deleterious mutations.

5

Chapter 2. Competition between high- and
higher-mutating strains of Escherichia coli
This chapter was adapted from:

Gentile, C. F., S.-C. Yu, S. A. Serrano, P. J. Gerrish, and P. D. Sniegowski. 2011.
Competition between high- and higher-mutating strains of Escherichia coli. Biology
Letters 7:422-424.

2.1. Introduction
Theories for the evolution of mutation rates have emphasized the contrasting influence of
beneficial mutations in sexual and asexual populations. In sexual populations,
recombination erodes linkage disequilibrium and prevents mutator alleles from
hitchhiking to fixation with beneficial mutations; in asexual populations, complete
linkage enables hitchhiking of mutator alleles (reviewed in Sniegowski et al. 2000).
Classical theories predicted that the trade-off between mutator hitchhiking and increased
deleterious mutational load would enforce optimal equilibrium mutation rates in asexual
populations (eg. Fisher 1930). Recent theory, however, predicts that the genomic
mutation rate of an asexual population will be evolutionarily unstable with a strong
upward bias as long as beneficial mutations are occurring, because deleterious mutational
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load accumulates slowly (Johnson 1999) whereas mutator hitchhiking is relatively rapid
(Andre and Godelle 2005; Gerrish et al. 2007).

Competition experiments between isogenic wild-type and mutator strains in E. coli and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae have shown that mutators will fix by hitchhiking if present at
sufficiently high initial frequencies (Chao and Cox 1983; Thompson et al. 2006). Longterm evolution experiments have shown that spontaneously arising mutator alleles can
hitchhike to fixation in wild-type E. coli populations (Shaver et al. 2002). Mutators have
also been observed at substantial frequencies in natural populations of bacteria (LeClerc
et al. 1996; Matic 1997; Boe et al. 2000), cancer cell populations (Loeb 2001), and
influenza virus populations (Suarez et al. 1992). Evolved mutator phenotypes have
persisted robustly for tens of thousands of generations in experimental E. coli populations
(Woods et al. 2006; Elena et al. 2007), consistent with the idea that the increased
deleterious load associated with mutators takes considerable time to accumulate.

Here, I test whether a second mutator allele can hitchhike to fixation in an asexual
population already fixed for one mutator allele, thereby raising the genomic mutation rate
of the population even further. My approach echoes earlier experiments on the fate of
genotypes bearing single mutator alleles in E. coli populations (Chao and Cox 1983; Mao
et al. 1997). Here, however, I compete isogenic strains carrying one and two mutator
alleles (―single-mutator‖ and ―double-mutator‖ strains). I assess the fate of doublemutators under contrasting regimes: selection primarily affecting growth rate (soft
selection) and selection primarily affecting survival (hard selection).
7

2.2. Methods and Materials
2.2.1. Bacterial strains and media
An asexual (F-) strain of E. coli bearing the mutL13 allele, which confers mismatch repair
deficiency, was obtained from the E. coli Genetic Stock Center at Yale University. (See
Ch. III, Table 1) The dnaQ905 allele, which confers DNA proofreading deficiency, was
cotransduced with a tetracycline resistance determinant from donor strain CSH116
(Miller 1992) into the single-mutator (mutL13) strain to produce an isogenic doublemutator (mutL13 dnaQ905) strain. The point mutation rate of the single-mutator strain
was ~100-fold higher than that of an isogenic wild-type strain, and the point mutation
rate of the double-mutator strain was a further ~45-fold higher than that of the singlemutator strain (see Fig. 2-1).

8

Figure 2-1: Estimates of the per base pair mutation rate to nalidixic acid resistance in the
single- and double-mutator strains. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

9

2.2.2. Mutation rate assay
I performed fluctuation tests (Luria and Delbruck 1943) on individual random clones
from single- and double-mutator populations at the initial and final time point to estimate
the rate of mutation to nalidixic acid. Strains were inoculated from frozen stock, grown,
and transferred daily for two days in DM1000. For each fluctuation test, 25 cultures were
grown from inocula of ~500 cells. Cultures were grown to stationary phase before
selective plating. I estimated final population sizes by sampling and plating an
appropriate dilution from five cultures on permissive LB plates and counting the number
of colonies after 24 hours. Nalr mutants per culture were enumerated on LB agar
containing 20 µg/ml of nalidixic acid. Mutation rates and 95% confidence limits were
calculated with the ft computer program (Shaver and Sniegowski 2003) which generates
a maximum likelihood estimation of mutation rate using the entire distribution of mutant
numbers per culture.

2.2.3. Competitions under soft selection
To assess the possibility of double-mutator hitchhiking under soft selection, I carried out
competitions in a relatively benign environment. I established 25 populations combining
the isogenic single- and double-mutator strains in Davis minimal broth (Carlton and
Brown 1981) supplemented with 25 mg l-1 of glucose (hereafter ―DM25‖) and 15 similar
populations in Davis minimal broth supplemented with 1 g l-1 of glucose (hereafter
―DM1000‖). The effective sizes of the populations propagated in DM25 and DM1000
were ~1.7x107 and ~6.6x108. In DM25, I carried out five replicate competitions at each
10

of the following frequencies: high frequency (~0.5), high intermediate frequency (~0.3),
and low intermediate frequency (~0.1); I also carried out ten replicate competitions with
the double-mutator starting at low frequency (~0.03). In DM1000, I carried out five
replicate competitions each with the double-mutator starting at high (~0.5), high
intermediate (~0.3) and low intermediate (~0.1) frequency; I did not carry out
competitions in DM1000 at low double-mutator starting frequency because the results of
competitions in DM1000 at the higher frequencies indicated that such competitions
would be uninformative. Competitions were initiated by aliquoting appropriate numbers
of cells from a single pair of parent cultures. All populations were maintained in 20 ml
culture tubes at 37°C with shaking at 120 rpm: every day, 100 µl from each overnight
culture was transferred to 9.9 ml of fresh medium. During the competitions, samples
from each population were diluted appropriately and plated on permissive LB agar
(Miller 1992). After 24 h of growth, permissive plates were replica plated to LB agar
supplemented with 15 µg/ml of tetracycline to estimate double-mutator frequency.

2.2.4. Competitions under hard selection
To assess the possibility of double-mutator hitchhiking under hard selection, I carried out
competitions in an environment that imposed a series of novel lethal selective events. I
established 20 populations combining the isogenic single- and double-mutator strains in
DM1000 as described above. I carried out five replicate competitions with the doublemutator starting at an intermediate frequency (~0.5), and fifteen replicate competitions
with the double-mutator starting at low frequency (~0.03-0.1). All populations were
propagated in 20 ml culture tubes at 37°C with shaking at 120 rpm: every day for seven
11

days, 1 ml from each overnight culture was transferred to 9 ml of fresh medium. To
impose lethal selection, I supplemented the DM1000 with a series of single antibiotics as
follows: 100 µg/ml of rifampicin on days 2-3, 100 µg/ml of streptomycin on days 4-5,
and 100 µg/ml of novobiocin on days 6-7. Estimation of double-mutator frequency was
carried out by replica plating.

2.3. Results and Discussion
2.3.1. Competitions under soft selection
Figure 2-2 (blue lines) shows the results of competitions under soft selection in DM25.
These experiments produced outcomes consistent with the results of early work
competing single-mutator and wild-type E. coli strains (Chao and Cox 1983). When the
double-mutator began at low intermediate frequency or higher, it always rose toward
fixation. However, when the double-mutator began at low frequency it was always lost
(data not shown). Double-mutators were detectable at the outset of the low-frequency
DM25 experiments at frequencies of ~3%; however, they fell to undetectable frequencies
within a few tens of generations. The success of the double-mutator only when initially
present at intermediate or higher frequency is best explained as a consequence of
hitchhiking with beneficial mutations. The alternative interpretation—that the dnaQ905
allele or its associated flanking DNA confers a direct fitness advantage on the doublemutator strain—would predict that the double-mutator should also prevail from a low
starting frequency.

12

Figure 2.2 (red lines) shows the results of competitions under soft selection at higher
effective population size, in DM1000. Here, the double-mutator was lost in all
competitions except at the highest starting frequency (~0.5), where some double-mutator
subpopulations increased in frequency after a lag. A large effective population size
increases the likelihood that single- and double-mutator subpopulations will acquire
beneficial mutations contemporaneously, because the beneficial mutation supply rate of
each subpopulation (the product of its beneficial mutation rate and population size) is
high. Under such a circumstance, a double-mutator would have a net advantage in
acquiring beneficial mutations only when at a high starting frequency, as observed in our
experiments. Indeed, the dynamics of double-mutators in the high-frequency DM1000
populations are quite variable, consistent with a shifting selective advantage caused by
beneficial mutations arising on both backgrounds. Similar dependence of mutator
hitchhiking on the beneficial mutation supply rates of competing clonal genotypes has
been observed previously (de Visser and Rozen 2005).
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Figure 2-2: Competitions under soft selection. Blue lines: populations propagated in
DM25; red lines: populations propagated in DM1000. Ten populations in DM25 in
which the double-mutator began at low frequency (~0.03) and was lost within 70
generations are not shown.
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To address directly the possibility that intrinsic fitness differences, rather than mutator
hitchhiking, could explain the results of the soft-selection experiments, we assayed
maximal growth rates of the single- and double-mutator strains in DM1000. Doubling
times for the two strains were closely similar (single-mutator: 1.70 ± 0.05 h; doublemutator: 1.72 ± 0.03 h) and statistically indistinguishable (two-tailed P = 0.90) and thus
provided no evidence of intrinsic fitness differences sufficient to explain the dynamics
observed in the soft-selection experiments.

2.3.2. Competitions under hard selection
Figure 2-3 shows the results of competitions under hard selection in which populations
were exposed to a series of lethal selective events; this situation might arise, for example,
in a pathogen population faced with host immune surveillance. Here, the double-mutator
strain rose to apparent fixation in every experiment in which it began at intermediate
frequency (~0.5). Similarly, in 7 of 15 competitions in which the double-mutator began
at a lower frequency (0.03-0.1), its frequency increased substantially over the course of
the experiment. However, in the remaining eight competitions in which the doublemutator began at the lower frequency the single-mutator prevailed instead. The mixed
success of the double-mutator at the lower starting frequency is consistent with roughly
equivalent mutation supply rates in the single- and double-mutator subpopulations: the
double-mutator genotype has a 45-fold greater mutation rate than the single-mutator, but
its initial frequency in these experiments was about 50-fold lower than that of the singlemutator. Consequently, mutations conferring resistance to a particular antibiotic were
about equally likely to arise in the single- and double-mutator subpopulations. Overall,
15

the results of the hard selection experiments are similar to those of experiments in which
large cultures of E. coli were shown to be enriched for single-mutator frequency after
repeated exposure to antibiotics (Mao et al. 1997).

16

Figure 2-3: Competitions under hard selection. Grey boxes indicate periods of antibiotic
exposure. The number of generations reported in the figure is a minimal estimate
because of sharp reductions in population size and subsequent regrowth upon exposure to
antibiotics.
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2.3.3. Discussion
My results demonstrate that there are circumstances under which recurrent
mutator hitchhiking can occur in an asexual population as predicted by recent theory
(Andre and Godelle 2005; Gerrish et al. 2007). An obvious limitation of our approach is
that I seeded the double-mutator genotype into populations at a higher frequency than
would have applied had it arisen spontaneously, as was done in previous work with
single-mutators (Chao and Cox 1983). This raises the question of how a genotype with a
higher mutation rate would attain the frequency necessary for it to hitchhike in a natural
population. For single-mutators, this question was answered by the observation that
spontaneously arisen mutators can, over time, acquire chance associations with beneficial
mutations and hitchhike (Taddei et al. 1997; Shaver et al. 2002). Similar hitchhiking of
spontaneously arisen double- and higher-order mutator genotypes has been predicted
theoretically and observed in simulations of asexual populations (Andre and Godelle
2005; Gerrish et al. 2007), but the phenomenon has not been confirmed experimentally
and remains an important subject for future research.

The observation that double-mutators can prevail over single-mutators is perhaps
not surprising because a higher mutation rate confers a per capita advantage in acquiring
beneficial mutations. However, an extremely high mutation rate can cause extinction of
even the largest asexual population, whether through erosion of genomic information
(Eigen and Schuster 1977) or excessive deleterious mutational load (Bull et al. 2007; Bull
and Wilke 2008). Our double-mutator strain has a high estimated genomic deleterious
mutation rate of Ud = 0.9 (see Ch. III) which exceeds the value of Ud = 0.69 theoretically
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predicted to cause extinction of an asexual bacterial population in the absence of
beneficial mutations {Bull, 2008 #292}. Chapter III presents experimental results that
address whether a very large population that has fixed the double-mutator genotype is
destined for extinction in the relatively short term.
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Chapter 3. Declining fitness in a highermutating strain of Escherichia coli
3.1. Introduction
Mutation is the ultimate source of the genetic variation upon which selection acts and the
genomic mutation rate is, itself, a quantitative, polygenic trait that is potentially under
some form of selection (see Sniegowski et al. 2000). Numerous loci in many organisms
are known that effect genomic and locus-specific mutation rates (e.g. Friedberg et al.
1995). Mutators (alleles that increase the rate of mutation) have been found at high
frequency in virus populations (Suarez et al. 1992; Chikova and Schaaper 2006),
mammalian cancer cell populations (Loeb 1991; Tucker 1997; Stoler et al. 1999; Loeb
2001), natural microbial populations (Treffers et al. 1954; Miyake 1960; Kimura 1967;
Liberfarb and Bryson 1970; Boe et al. 2000; Loeb 2001), and experimental microbial
populations (Cox 1976; Fijalkowska 1993; Miller et al. 2002; Notley-McRobb et al.
2002; Shaver and Sniegowski 2003). Although mutation is the ultimate source of all
beneficial mutations, it simultaneously serves to erode fitness through the generation of
deleterious mutations; if we consider that the majority of phenotype-affecting mutations
are deleterious (Fisher 1930; Kneightley and Eyre-Walker 1999; Lynch et al. 1999), the
abundance of mutators may seem paradoxical. Indeed, given the expected preponderance
of deleterious mutations, A. H. Sturtevant (1937) asked: ―Why does the mutation rate not
become reduced to zero?‖ The factors that influence the evolution of mutation rate in
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both sexual and asexual populations have been well-reviewed (see Sniegowski et al.
2000; Baer et al. 2007; Lynch 2008). There are two factors worth noting that
theoretically establish a minimal limit to mutation rate. First, physiological limitations of
DNA repair and replication probably prevent reduction of the genomic mutation rate to
zero (Drake 1990, 1993; Kondrashov 1995); it could be energetically costly or
physicochemically impossible to prevent all replication errors. A second factor that
might prevent complete reduction of the mutation rate is the necessity of variation;
selection requires variation to act upon, and a mutation rate of zero would render
adaptation impossible for lack of novel genetic variation. Some combination of these two
factors, and perhaps others as well (Andre and Godelle 2005; Lynch 2008; Ancliff and
Park 2009), may be expected to establish a theoretical minimum mutation rate.

As mentioned above, it is not merely the generation of deleterious mutations that
influences the evolution of mutation rate; the production of beneficial mutations is
integral as well. Fisher (1930) first proposed that indirect selection might favor an
equilibrium mutation rate which optimized the balance of deleterious and beneficial
mutations in an asexual population. Kimura refined this optimum theory, calculating the
mutation rate predicted to maximize the long-term fitness of an asexual population
(Kimura 1967). Multiple models have since been proposed to further develop the theory
that mutation rates evolve to an optimum in asexual populations (Kimura 1967; Leigh
1970; Holsinger and Feldman 1983; Ishii et al. 1989; Charlesworth 1990; Orr 2000;
Nilsson and Snoad 2002; Clune et al. 2008). Experimental evidence, however, suggests
that mutator hitchhiking (see chapter II) in an asexual population results in relatively
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large increases in the mutation rate as opposed to small alterations that fine-tune the rate
to an optimal level (Chao and Cox 1983; Mao et al. 1997; Sniegowski et al. 1997; Wylie
et al. 2009; Gentile et al. 2011). Concurrent with experimental results, recent theory
suggests that the evolution of mutation rate in an adapting asexual population may
actually be upwardly biased (Andre and Godelle 2005; Gerrish et al. 2007).

Most ‗optimal‘ mutation rate models predict that the strength of purifying selection will
be sufficient to eliminate new deleterious mutations from the population, thus preserving
the fitness and genomic integrity of the population. This prediction is partly based on the
assumption that the mutational load, the fitness cost of deleterious mutation in a
population (see Discussion), increases immediately with any increase in the mutation
rate. Johnson (1999) noted, however, that there is a delay between an increase in
mutation rate and the accrual of increased genetic load, hence the cost associated with an
increased mutation rate is not immediately paid. Both simulations and analytical
approaches suggest that the delay in accruing genetic load may potentially allow a
succession of mutator hitchhiking events to occur, thus yielding an ever-increasing
mutation rate in an asexual population (Andre and Godelle 2006; Gerrish et al. 2007).

Although the aforementioned simulations, experiments, and theoretical results suggest
that natural selection may act to continually increase mutation rate in an asexual
population, the short- and long-term consequences of bearing a very high mutation rate
are poorly understood and have received limited experimental investigation. Intuitively,
the cost of increasing the mutation rate beyond the power of purifying selection seems
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clear: fitness should ultimately decline, perhaps to a level sufficient to cause extinction.
If purifying selection is unable to remove deleterious mutations from the population we
might predict the steady accrual of deleterious mutations in the genome, the cost of which
can be observed as a progressive reduction of fitness. Various theories have been
proposed that may apply to the dynamics of a population at such an overwhelmingly high
mutation rate (e.g. Bull, 2008; Eigen, 1979). Here, I experimentally investigate the
consequences of a very high mutation rate in asexual populations through the long-term
propagation of populations of Escherichia coli simultaneously bearing defects in both
DNA mismatch repair and proofreading (Gentile et al. 2011).

3.2. Methods and Materials
3.2.1. Bacterial strains
An asexual (F-) strain of E. coli bearing the mutL13 allele (see Table 3-1), which confers
mismatch repair deficiency, was obtained from the E. coli Genetic Stock Center at Yale
University. The dnaQ905 allele, which confers DNA proofreading deficiency, was
cotransduced with a tetracycline resistance determinant from donor strain CSH116
(Miller 1992) into the single-mutator (mutL13) strain to produce an isogenic doublemutator (mutL13 dnaQ905) strain. The point mutation rate of the single-mutator strain
was ~100-fold higher than that of an isogenic wild-type strain, and the point mutation
rate of the double-mutator strain was a further ~45-fold higher than that of the singlemutator strain (see Fig. 2-1).
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Strain

Designation

Genotype

CSH116

-

F-, ara-600, yafC502::Tn10, dnaQ905, Δ(gpt-

Reference

Miller 1992

lac)5, λ-, relA1?,spoT1?, thi-1

ES568

"single-

F-, fhuA2, lacY1, tsx-1 or tsx-

Liberfarb and

mutator"

70, glnV44(AS), gal-6, λ-, xyl-

Bryson 1970

7,mtlA2, mutL13

PS2534

"double-

F-, fhuA2, lacY1, tsx-1 or tsx-

mutator"

70, glnV44(AS), gal-6, λ-, xyl-

this work

7,mtlA2, mutL13, yafC502::Tn10, dnaQ905

Table 3-1: A list of strains used in this work and relevant genotype information.
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3.2.2. Long-term propagation of populations
I established six populations of the double-mutator strain and six populations of the
single-mutator strain in 2.5 ml of Davis minimal broth (Carlton and Brown 1981)
supplemented with 1 g/l of glucose (hereafter, DM1000). Double-mutator populations
were grown in a medium supplemented with 15 µg/ml of tetracycline as a guard against
cross-contamination. Populations were established by aliquoting samples of ~2500 cells
from a single parent culture. All populations were maintained in 13 ml culture tubes at
37°C with shaking at 120 rpm: every 24 hours, 100 µl from each overnight culture was
diluted 1:100,000 and 250 µl was transferred into 2.25 ml of fresh DM1000. The dilution
factor permitted 20 generations of binary fission per day (log2 106 = 20), thus the
effective population size was approximately ~5x104 (~2,500 individuals per bottleneck *
20 generations between bottlenecks) (Wahl and Gerrish 2001). Populations were
propagated for 125 days (~2500 generations) and samples of each population were
archived at -80°C every ~140 generations in 15% glycerol. In instances when a
population did not grow (as judged by visual inspection) within a 24 hour period, 100 µl
of inoculum from the previous day‘s growth was used to reestablish this population and
continue the propagation.

3.2.3. Fitness assay
I characterized the evolution of fitness in all 12 experimental populations using maximal
growth rate as a proxy for absolute fitness (see Discussion). Frozen archives were
partially thawed, and 100 µl (representing standing genetic variation in each population)
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was sampled and inoculated in 2.5 ml of DM1000 and grown overnight at 37°C with
shaking at 120 rpm. 100µl of the overnight culture was inoculated into 2.4 ml of fresh
DM1000 in a 13 mm tube identical to those used in the course of the propagation. Each
tube was incubated at 37°C with shaking at 120 rpm and read periodically during the log
growth phase for absorbance at 600 nm in a Spectronic 20D+ spectrophotometer. I
assayed five replicates of each population from every archived time point. The growth
rate (x = doubling time in hours) was calculated using the formula:
, where A0 is the absorbance at time 0, At is the absorbance at
time t, and t is the time elapsed in hours. Analysis of the initial growth rate assays
suggested that absorbance measurements between 0.05 and 0.4 were typically
representative of the log growth phase; therefore, the time it took for absorbance to
increase from ~0.05 to ~0.4 was used as t in the formula above.

3.2.4. Temperature sensitivity assay
I assayed the ancestral and evolved single- and double-mutator populations for growth
sensitivity to high ambient temperatures. As above, frozen archives of the single- and
double-mutator ancestors and each archived population at the final time point were
partially thawed, and 100 µl (representing standing genetic variation in each population)
was sampled and inoculated in 2.5 ml of DM1000 and grown overnight. A single
1:100,000 dilution was then prepared for each sampled time point and 50 µl was
inoculated into 200 µl of DM1000 in the wells of a 96-well microplate. The microplate
was then incubated and read periodically for absorbance at 600 nm for 24 h with shaking
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at both 44°C and 44.5°C in a ThermoScientific Multiscan GO microplate
spectrophotometer. Pilot experiments suggested a divergence between the single- and
double-mutator populations in the evolution of sensitivity to these temperatures.
Although the abiotic environment in this assay differed from that of the long-term
propagation, the 96 well microplate allowed greater replication and temperature control.
It is conceivable that the smaller DM1000 volume may have had a minor effect on the
growth rate, therefore the populations were qualitatively, not quantitatively, scored as
either sensitive to elevated temperature (no growth after 24 h) or tolerant (some growth
after 24 h) by inspection of growth profiles.

3.2.5. Competitive fitness assay
To assess the fitness of the evolved double-mutator populations relative to their
ancestors, I carried out competitions in environments similar to that in which the
populations had evolved. I established six populations combining the ancestral singlemutator strain and the evolved double-mutator strain archived at the final time point (one
competition for each evolved population) in DM1000. Additionally, I established six
identical populations in Davis minimal broth supplemented with 25 mg/l of glucose
(hereafter ―DM25‖). The effective sizes of the populations propagated in DM25 and
DM1000 were estimated to be ~1.7x107 and ~6.6x108; these population sizes are
identical to those previously described in chapter II. In all competitions, the evolved
double-mutator started at a frequency between ~0.3 and ~0.5. Competitions were
initiated by aliquoting appropriate numbers of cells from a single pair of parent cultures.
All populations were maintained in 20 ml culture tubes at 37°C with shaking at 120 rpm:
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every day, 100 µl from each overnight culture was transferred to 9.9 ml of fresh medium.
During the competitions, samples from each population were diluted appropriately and
plated on permissive LB agar (Miller 1992). After 24 h of growth, these permissive
plates were replica plated to LB agar supplemented with 15 µg/ml of tetracycline to assay
double-mutator frequency.

3.2.6. Fitness variance assay
The distribution of absolute fitness amongst individuals, relative to genomic mutation
rate, in a population is likely to determine whether fitness increases, is stable, or declines
(see Discussion). Frozen archives from each time point from one single- and one doublemutator population were partially thawed, and 100 µl (representing standing genetic
variation in each population) was sampled and inoculated in 2.5 ml of medium and grown
overnight at 37°C with shaking at 120 rpm. 100 µl of the overnight culture was diluted
appropriately, spread on a permissive LB agar plate, and incubated overnight at 37°C in
order to isolate individual clones. 30 colonies (representing individual clones) from each
population were picked at random from the LB agar plates, inoculated into 2 ml of
DM1000, and incubated overnight at 37°C with shaking at 120 rpm. The growth rate of
each clone was assayed as previously described. The assay was replicated five times for
five of the clones from each population in order to estimate the experimental variance of
the growth rate estimates. Maximum fitness,

was calculated in the following

manner: of the 30 growth rate measurements at a given time point, 5 measurements were
chosen at random and the maximum of those 5 were recorded. This process was repeated
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5000 times to get a sample of 5000 maxima from samples of size 5. The mean of the
maxima was recorded. The process was then repeated for samples of all sizes between 6
and 29. We then calculated a regression of mean maxima on log sample size.

was

then calculated by extrapolating mean maximum value from an assumed sample size of
50,000. The average fitness of individuals in the population, , is simply the mean of the
30 growth rate measurements.

3.2.7. Extinction risk assay
Frozen archives of each population at the final time point were partially thawed, and 100
µl (representing standing genetic variation in each population) was sampled and
inoculated in 2.5 ml of DM1000 and grown overnight at 37°C with shaking at 120 rpm.
After 24 hours of incubation, the overnight culture was diluted and inoculated into three
tubes of 2.25 ml of DM1000 and grown overnight again. After another 24 hours, 100 µl
from each overnight culture was diluted 1:100,000 fold and 250 µl was transferred into
2.25 ml of fresh DM1000. This procedure was identical to the daily transfer protocol in
the long-term propagation. 50 replicates of this transfer and inoculation were conducted
for each population. The replicated inoculations were incubated overnight at 37°C with
shaking at 120 rpm. The cultures were qualitatively scored as either transfer failures (no
visible turbidity after 24 h) or transfer successes (visible turbidity after 24 h) by visual
inspection. The results were tabulated in a 2x2 contingency table and a two-tailed
Fisher‘s exact test was used to test for a significant difference between the transfer failure
rates of the single- and double-mutators.
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3.2.8. Mutation rate assay
I performed fluctuation tests (Luria and Delbruck 1943) on individual random
clones from single- and double-mutator populations at the initial and final time point to
estimate the rate of mutation to nalidixic acid. We have previously shown the mutation
rate to nalidixic acid is a reliable proxy for the genomic mutation rate (see Chapter II).
Strains were inoculated from frozen stock, grown, and transferred daily for two days in
DM1000. For each fluctuation test, 25 cultures were grown from inocula of ~500 cells.
Cultures were grown to stationary phase before selective plating. We estimated final
population sizes by sampling and plating an appropriate dilution from five cultures on
permissive LB plates and counting the number of colonies after 24 hours. Nalr mutants
per culture were enumerated on LB agar containing 20 µg/ml of nalidixic acid. Mutation
rates and 95% confidence limits were calculated with the ft computer program (Shaver
and Sniegowski 2003) which generates a maximum likelihood estimate of mutation rate
using the entire distribution of mutant numbers per culture.

3.2.9. Sequencing assay
I sequenced the dnaQ905 allele from the evolved double-mutator populations in order to
confirm that the double-mutator still carried the second mutator allele at the final time
point and to ensure that the double-mutator populations were not contaminated by any
other strain of E. coli. A random clone was picked from each population of doublemutator and genomic DNA was prepared for sequencing. The dnaQ locus was amplified
using flanking primers dnaQF (5‘ATGAGCACTGCAATTACACGC3‘) and dnaQR
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(5‘TTTAGCGCCTTTCACAGGTAT3‘) and the Bio-Rad High-Fidelity DNA
polymerase (Bio-Rad cat#172-5302). Sequencing was performed with the forward
primer dnaQampF (5‘AGTCTGACATAAATGACCGCT3‘).

3.3. Results
3.3.1. Fitness decreased in double-mutator populations
Figure 3-1 plots the inverse of doubling time (a good proxy for absolute fitness)
of each population over the course of propagation. The fitness of each population was
measured with five-fold replication at every archived time point. All six of the singlemutator populations (blue lines) increased in fitness over 2500 generations. Independent
two-tailed two-sample t-tests (8 d.f. per test) comparing initial and final fitness were
conducted for each single-mutator population and revealed that the fitness increase was
significant (p< .05) in every population. These results are unsurprising and consistent
with previous work reporting increased fitness in evolution experiments with mutators of
low or intermediate strength (Lenski et al. 1991; Shaver et al. 2002; Gentile et al. 2011).
Five of the double-mutator populations (red lines) peaked in fitness within the first 1000
generations. Independent two-tailed two-sample t-tests (8 df) comparing initial and peak
fitness were conducted for each double-mutator population and revealed that the fitness
increase was significant (p< .05) in two of the five populations. Interestingly, the sixth
double-mutator decreased in fitness significantly within the first 600 generations (p
<.001) of its founding. Among the five double-mutator populations that initially rose in
fitness, all suffered from declining fitness over the remainder of the propagation.
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Independent two-sample t-tests (8 d.f.) comparing initial and final fitness were conducted
for each double-mutator population and revealed that this fitness decrease was significant
(p< .05) in five of the six populations; the sixth double-mutator population had no
significant change in fitness (p=.13) although its final fitness was significantly lower than
its peak fitness (two-tailed, two sample, independent t test, 8 df, p< .001) and showed a
strong downward trend over the final ~1200 generations.
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Figure 3-1: Evolution of fitness (as measured by the inverse of doubling time). The
doubling time of each population was measured at each archived time point. The inverse
of the average doubling time of 5 replicates is plotted. Blue lines: single-mutator
populations; red lines: double-mutator populations.
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3.3.2. The risk of extinction increased in double-mutator populations
During the course of the propagation experiment, there were occasions when a population
failed to grow. In such situations, populations were restarted with undiluted inoculum
from the last successful day of growth. Proximate causes of culture growth failure could
have been either experimental error or declining culture density, a symptom of reduced
fitness, in the experimental populations. If experimental error was the true cause, I might
predict that the single- and double-mutator populations had an equal likelihood of transfer
failure. To distinguish between these alternatives, I assayed every single- and doublemutator population at the initial and final time point for the risk of extinction, which we
define as a failure to transfer. Each population was assayed with 50-fold replication. The
results from each evolved genotype (i.e. all six evolved single-mutator populations) were
pooled separately, thus yielding 300-fold replication (6 populations * 50
replicates/population) for both evolved genotypes. The results are shown in table 3-2. A
two-tailed Fisher‘s exact test comparing the extinction risk between the evolved singleand double-mutator populations revealed that the double-mutator populations evolved a
significantly greater risk of extinction (p=.001) over the course of the experiment.
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Genotype

single mutator

double-mutator

success

298

284

failure

2

16

Transfer

Table 3-2: Results of extinction risk assay. Rows report the transfer outcome, Columns
report the genotypes
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3.3.3. Competitive fitness decreased in double-mutator populations
The ancestral single- and double-mutator populations are nearly identical in fitness as
measured by growth rate (see Chapter II). I previously reported that the ancestral doublemutator will successfully hitchhike to fixation over the ancestral single-mutator when
introduced at a sufficient frequency in DM25 (Gentile et al. 2011). If the double-mutator
decreased in fitness during propagation in the current experiment, I might predict that it
would no longer successfully hitchhike when introduced at a similar frequency. To test
this, I introduced the evolved double-mutator populations into populations of singlemutators at a frequency of ~.5 and tracked the frequency of the double-mutator until it
was lost or reached fixation. The results are shown in Figure 3-2. In contrast with the
fate of the ancestral double-mutator, the evolved double-mutator genotypes were rapidly
lost in competition with the ancestral single-mutator. This outcome suggests that doublemutator populations declined in fitness over the course of the propagation and is
qualitatively consistent with the reduced absolute fitness reported above.

I can crudely estimate the strength of selection acting on the genetic background of the
mutator genotype from the change in mutator frequency during the course of the
propagation (Crow and Kimura 1970). Using the competition results, I roughly estimated
the average selection coefficient of the evolved double-mutator genotype using the
asexual, haploid selection model:
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where s is the selection coefficient, t is time in generations, and p is the frequency of the
gene): -.030 in both DM25 and DM1000. The competitive fitness assay reported here is
analogous to competition experiments reported in chapter II; in those experiments, I
carried out competitions between the ancestral single- and double-mutator genotypes with
approximately equal starting frequencies. From these ancestral competitions, I estimated
the selection coefficient of the genetic background of the ancestral double-mutator
genotype in the same media and competing against the same strain; the average selection
coefficient was .014 in DM25 and ~0 in DM1000. It is important to note that the
estimated selection coefficients estimated only offer a rough comparison because they are
based on deviations from the initial double-mutator frequency and not on the dynamics of
the actual fitness-affecting mutations that arose in the background of the single- and
double-mutator subpopulations. Nevertheless, the reduced selection coefficient of the
evolved double-mutator genetic background suggests that selection was acting against the
genomic mutations that had been acquired by the double-mutator populations by the end
of propagation.
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Figure 3-2: Competitions between evolved double-mutator and ancestral single-mutator
genotypes. Solid lines: populations propagated in DM25; dashed lines: populations
propagated in DM1000.
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3.3.4. Double-mutator populations evolved an increased sensitivity to high
ambient temperature
Previous work suggests that the deleterious effects of high mutation rate could increase a
population‘s sensitivity to temperature (Zeldovich et al. 2007; Chen and Shakhnovich
2009). Although the single- and double-mutator populations were propagated
continuously in a stable, 37° environment in this experiment, I was interested in assaying
whether their ability to grow at higher temperatures had evolved as a byproduct over the
course of the propagation. To test this, I assayed populations for growth at 44° and 44.5°,
temperatures above what they had experienced during propagation. Interestingly, while
the ancestors of both the single- and double-mutator populations were capable of growing
at 44°, the evolved double-mutator populations were not (figure 3-3). In contrast, the
evolved single-mutator populations were able to grow at 44° and also at the higher
temperature of 44.5°, a temperature that the ancestral single-mutator population could not
tolerate. I discuss some possible implications of these results below.
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Figure 3-3: Results of temperature sensitivity assay. – denotes no visible growth and +
denotes visible growth after 24 hours.
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3.3.5. Double-mutator populations maintained their mutator genotype and
phenotype
Single random clones taken from each of the six double-mutator populations were
assayed for mutation rate and mutator genotype. Every double-mutator clone assayed for
mutation rate was found to have a mutation rate statistically indistinguishable from that
of the ancestral double-mutator population. Likewise, all six single-mutator clones
assayed for mutation rate were found to have the same mutation rate as the ancestral
single-mutator population. Although I only assayed individual clones from each
population, the results are consistent with the maintenance of the single- and doublemutator genotypes at high frequencies in these populations. In addition, sequencing of
one isolate from each double-mutator population revealed that, as expected, they all still
carried the dnaQ905 allele, indicating that there was no reversion of the second mutator
allele and no contamination. Subsequently, whole-genomic sequencing of clones from
several evolved single- and double-mutator populations also shows that neither mutL nor
dnaQ have any SNPs relative to their respective ancestors, further confirming that there
was no reversion of either mutator allele.

3.3.6. Fitness variance assay
Recent theory suggests that the relationship between fitness variance and mutation rate
allows quantitative predictions above the fitness trajectory of a population. Thirty
random clones taken from each archived time point of a random, representative singlemutator and double-mutator population were assayed for fitness (the inverse of doubling
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time). Five of the clones were assayed with five-fold replication to estimate the
experimental variance; which was then subtracted from the the average fitness variance.
The results of the fitness variance assay are shown in figure 3-4. The implications of the
observed fitness variance are discussed below.
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Figure 3-4: The variance in fitness (inverse of doubling time) assayed over time in a
random, representative single-mutator (top) and double-mutator (bottom) population
plotted over the course of propagation. The predicted variance threshold (
threshold (

) and error

) for each population are also plotted. The theory of error catastrophe

predicts that in order to maintain fitness the fitness variance must be above

and

must be above
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3.4. Discussion
I established independent populations of E. coli bearing either a single- or double-mutator
genotype and propagated them for several thousand generations. At the conclusion of the
experiment, the fitness of the single-mutator populations had risen substantially,
consistent with the substitution of beneficial mutations; in contrast, the fitness of the
double-mutator populations had fallen significantly, consistent with erosion of fitness by
deleterious mutations. I discuss the results here in light of previous experimental
theoretical work regarding high-mutation rate evolution and address theories regarding
mutation-driven fitness decline in asexual populations.

3.4.1. Limitations of previous work on mutation-driven fitness decline
Some previous experiments have employed chemical mutagens to induce a high mutation
rate in viral populations (Schaaper 1998; Loeb et al. 1999; Crotty et al. 2002; Negishi et
al. 2002; Graci et al. 2007; Graci et al. 2008; Perales et al. 2009); unfortunately, the
results are inconclusive in addressing whether a population can maintain, and perhaps
benefit from in the short-term, a high mutation rate while ultimately declining in fitness.
Extinction of viral populations has been attributed solely to lethal chemical mutagenesis
despite evidence that chemical mutagens may have directly inhibitory effects on viral
replication (Bull et al. 2007). Several efforts at lethal chemical mutagenesis in virus
populations have actually failed when the populations evolved resistance to chemical
mutagens (Vignuzzi et al. 2005a; Springman et al. 2010). Previous work in E. coli
suggests that deoxyribosyldihydropyrimido[4,5-c][1,2]oxazin-7-one (dP), a potent base
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analogue shown to increase genomic mutation rate and decrease cell viability, could be
capable of inducing a lethal rate of mutation (Negishi et al. 2002). Work in our lab
however, has shown that the single- and double-mutator E.coli can evolve resistance to
dP and persist for at least several hundred generations in the presence of the mutagen (D.
Balk et al in prep). Although there is potential for resistance to evolve, previous work
has reported successful mutagen-induced extinction (Negishi et al. 1997; Graci et al.
2007; Graci et al. 2008); interestingly, the cause of extinction has often been attributed
solely to an increased mutation rate, whereas the perceived contribution of potential
direct inhibitory effects have been marginalized. Unfortunately, quantitative analysis of
theories of mutation-driven fitness decline and extinction is rendered more difficult (or
perhaps impossible) if both mutagenic and inhibitory effects contributed to the previously
reported viral extinctions.

Similarly to the methods utilized in this work, some previous experiments have
attempted to generate a high mutation rate by genetically constructing mutators with one
or more mutator alleles (Fijalkowska and Schaaper 1996; Negishi et al. 2002; Herr et al.
2011). The immediately lethality of very high-mutation rate genotypes has been assumed
to be a byproduct of the high predicted mutation rate. While this assumption is certainly
plausible, the inviability of these theoretical mutator strains renders quantitative analysis
of mutation-driven fitness decline impossible. In contrast, the results presented here
allow a useful analysis of populations that have a very high mutation rate precisely
because the double-mutator genotype is viable under certain conditions.
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3.4.2. Fitness diverged and ultimately declined in double-mutator
populations
It is immediately apparent that fitness decreases in five of the six double-mutator
populations and increases in all six single-mutator populations (fig. 2). In populations
propagated by batch culture, absolute fitness is really the sum of at least three
components: speed of recovery out of stationary phase, maximal growth rate, and
survival in stationary phase. Here, I use maximal growth rate as a proxy for absolute
fitness because the time in stationary phase is minimized by the experimental design. In
theory, significant reductions in growth rate should result in an increased risk of failure to
recoup the daily dilution, thereby increasing the probability that a culture would fail to
transfer successfully. This risk is discussed in detail below.

Interestingly, the fitness trajectories seemed to differ amongst the double-mutator
populations; the populations attained peak fitness at different time points. This is
unsurprising, given that divergence in clonal populations adapting to identical
environments has been reported in microbial (Lenski et al. 1991; Travisano et al. 1995;
Woods et al. 2006), phage (Bull and Molineux 1992; Yin 1993), Drosophila
melanogaster (Cohan and Hoffmann 1986), and cancer cell populations (Tsao et al.
1999). While it is unclear what contributed to the divergence in double-mutator fitness,
we may consider several possibilities. The fitness landscape could have played a
significant role in adaptation and fitness divergence (Tenaillon et al. 1999). If the
populations existed on a relatively rugged fitness landscape, then the high mutation rate
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of the double-mutator may have allowed the populations to rapidly explore a wider range
of the fitness landscape (Desai et al. 2007; Weissman et al. 2009) than the single-mutator.
The order in which mutations, both beneficial and deleterious, arise is also an important
factor in determining the overall fitness trajectory of a population (Mani and Clarke
1990). The order of mutation has been shown to potentially impose constraints on the
future evolutionary potential of experimental microbial populations (Blount et al. 2008;
Woods et al. 2011). Given the high mutation rate of the double-mutator population, it is
also conceivable that deleterious mutations of differing effect hitchhiked to fixation with
the first beneficial mutations to fix in each population. Thus, the fitness of the
populations could have differed greatly even if identical beneficial mutations had been
fixed (Ferenci 2008).

The probable key to overall fitness decline observed in the double-mutator populations is
the relative rates, magnitudes, and interactions between beneficial and deleterious
mutations over the course of propagation. In an experiment of this kind, the supply of
highly beneficial mutations is expected to be highest at the onset of the experiment and to
decline as large-effect mutations are discovered and fixed (de Visser et al. 1999). As
noted above, two of the six double-mutator populations increased significantly in fitness
over the first several hundred generations, confirming the availability of large effect
beneficial mutations at the onset of propagation. (In addition, see chapter II.) Fitness
increases in the four remaining double-mutator populations could have been limited by
deleterious mutations that hitchhiked with the earliest beneficial mutations that fixed. In
contrast to the dwindling supply of beneficial mutations, the supply of deleterious
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mutations is likely to have remained high over course of propagation; the combined
effect of a steady accrual of deleterious mutations and a decreasing supply of beneficial
mutations could have retarded adaptation and contributed to the fitness decline of doublemutator populations. Whole-genome sequencing of the double-mutator populations
might reveal the prevalence of potentially beneficial and deleterious nonsynonomous
fixed mutations and polymorphisms. We have sequenced the ancestral and three evolved
single- and double-mutator populations as well as clones isolated from each population
using SOLiD sequencing with 300X coverage. Currently, preliminary analysis of clonal
isolates suggests that evolved double-mutator populations have more SNPs than the
single-mutators; the reported number of SNPs is likely be greater once the data from the
populations are analyzed.

In addition to estimating the absolute fitness of each population, I used direct
competitions between strains to generate a measure of competitive fitness that
incorporates all aspects of growth. Competitions between the evolved double-mutator
and the ancestral single-mutator populations indicate that competitive fitness does indeed
decline in all the double-mutator populations (Fig. 3). These results are in agreement
with the growth rate measurements and imply that the double-mutator populations
actually decreased in competitive fitness. These competitions were necessarily done in
the absence of tetracycline. Efforts are currently underway to measure the fitness of the
evolved double-mutator populations by competing the evolved and ancestral doublemutator populations in an environment with tetracycline. It should be noted, however,
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that all of the results presented here indicate that the fitness of the double-mutator
populations does indeed ultimately decline over time.

An interesting outcome in the present experiment was the apparent evolution of increased
temperature sensitivity in the double-mutator, but not the single-mutator, populations
(Fig. 3). Zeldovich et al. (2007) proposed a model of lethal mutagenesis suggesting that
erosion of protein stability, via the accumulation of mutations, would eventually lead to
the loss of essential cellular functions and protein aggregation. Subsequently, genotypes
with a high mutation rate tend to have lower protein stability than genotypes with a low
mutation rate (Chen and Shakhnovich 2009). It is possible that the double-mutator
populations evolved greater temperature sensitivity than their ancestor as the byproduct
of an increased genetic load; thus, temperature sensitivity may be symptomatic of an
overall decline in fitness. Interestingly, the single-mutator populations evolved resistance
to a temperature higher than the single-mutator ancestor could tolerate, 44.5°C. This
surprising result might indicate that overall protein stability, and perhaps fitness,
increased in the single-mutator populations. If protein stability is indeed eroding in the
double-mutator populations, then we may predict that they would be less tolerant of
colder temperatures as well. These results are very preliminary, but they suggest further
intriguing avenues of research with these populations.
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3.4.3. The mutation rate did not decrease in the double-mutator
populations
It has long been theorized that asexual populations should evolve to an optimal,
equilibrium mutation rate which balances the effects of deleterious and beneficial
mutations (Fisher 1930; Kimura 1967; Leigh 1970; Orr 2000). As previously noted, the
primary assumptions of most optimal mutation rate models include continual adaptation,
complete linkage, and an immediate change in the deleterious mutational load when the
mutation rate changes. When these assumptions are violated, then theory suggests there
need not be evolution towards an optimal mutation rate; indeed, there might be no
theoretical bounds on how high a mutation rate may then evolve (Andre and Godelle
2005; Gerrish et al. 2007). Previous experimental work has demonstrated that a high
mutation rate can evolve in an asexual population and be maintained for tens of
thousands of generations (Sniegowski et al. 1997; Shaver et al. 2002; Cooper et al. 2003).
Here, fluctuation testing and sequencing of the dnaQ locus in clones from the doublemutator populations suggest that they still maintain their mutator phenotype and genotype
at the final time point, despite the consequences discussed below. If we consider that
beneficial mutations may have been arising even as the population‘s fitness declined,
then it is unsurprising that no mutator-revertants arose and reached a detectable
frequency; an individual with a lower mutation rate is both less likely to produce a
beneficial mutation and more likely to be lost by drift than the dominant mutatorgenotype.
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3.4.4. The consequences of a very high mutation rate
As noted previously, the majority of mutations that affect phenotype are deleterious
(Kneightley and Eyre-Walker 1999; Lynch et al. 1999), and thus any mutation rate may
impose a cost on a population that can be measured by reductions in fitness due to
mutation (Muller 1950; Haldane 1957; Lynch and Gabriel 1990); the cost has been
termed the mutational load and is described as the difference between the maximum
potential fitness, the theoretical fitness of an individual that carries the fittest available
allele at each locus, and the average fitness in a population (Haldane 1930). This
difference is increased when any phenotype-affecting mutation arises, therefore an
increasing mutation rate also increases the genetic load carried by a population. Barring
any restrictions on the potential size of the mutational load, it is conceivable that it may
increase, in conjunction with an upwardly evolving mutation rate, to the point where it
reduces fitnesses to a level sufficient to cause extinction. Many stochastic and
deterministic processes have been proposed that address the fitness consequences of
bearing a mutation rate that is exceptionally high. These processes are reviewed below
and discussed in the context of the results reported here.

Muller‘s ratchet is a process that describes the irreversible accumulation of deleterious
mutations in the genomes of an asexual population (Muller 1964; Haigh 1978; Gessler
1995; Gordo and Charlesworth 2000; Goyal et al. 2011); it is important to note that
Muller‘s ratchet and most models derived from it assume that that no beneficial
mutations are available. The ratchet was first proposed to explain the advantage of
sexual reproduction (Muller 1932, 1964), but it has since been invoked more generally as
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a fitness-eroding process in asexual populations (Chao 1990; Duarte et al. 1992;
Andersson and Hughes 1996; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1997). There are both
deterministic and stochastic regimes of Muller‘s ratchet that may concurrently operate to
reduce fitness. If we assume a Poisson distribution of the number of mutations, then the
size of No, fittest class of individuals (those with the a mutation free genome) is expected
to be given by (Haigh 1978)

where N is the effective population size, Ud is the deleterious genomic mutation rate, and
sd is the average fitness effect of a deleterious mutation. If we ignore beneficial
mutations for now, we may estimate No in the single- and double-mutator populations.
Kibota and Lynch (1996) inferred sd≈.02 and Ud ≥ 0.0002 per generation in E. coli
growing in a minimal medium similar to DM1000; assuming that changes in this
genomic deleterious mutation rate would be proportional to changes in the point mutation
rate, my double-mutator strain is expected to have a deleterious genomic mutation rate of
~.9 (Recall that the double-mutator has a 4,500 fold increase in mutation rate over wildtype E. coli, thus 4,500*0.0002 = 0.9) while the single mutator is estimated to have a rate
of ~.02 (Recall that the single-mutator has a 100 fold increase in mutation rate over wildtype E. coli, thus 100*0.0002 = 0.02) deleterious mutations per genome per generation.
No is predicted to be ~1.4*10-15 (
(

in the double-mutator and ~18,400

in the single-mutator populations. Gessler (1995) noted that a
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finite asexual population may deterministically decrease in fitness if the size of the fittest
class(es) in every successive generation is much less than 1 individual; it seems that the
double-mutator populations meet this condition while the single-mutators do not.

As noted previously, there is a stochastic regime of Muller‘s ratchet that can also act to
reduce the fitness of an asexual population. Drift-driven loss of a population‘s mutationfree fitness class irreversibly reduces the average fitness of the population; the ‗mutationfree‘ genotype is lost forever and those individuals with one mutation become the new
‗mutation-free‘ class. Repeated turns of Muller‘s ratchet result in a population with
reduced fitness. The stochastic regime of Muller‘s ratchet is slowed in large populations,
but a sufficiently high mutation rate may still deterministically drive even large
populations extinct. Loss of fitness due to Muller‘s ratchet has been experimentally
demonstrated (Chao 1990; Andersson and Hughes 1996). In theory, any mutation rate
above zero may drive the process and ultimately reduce the absolute fitness of an asexual
population to less than one, although beneficial mutations are known to retard the ratchet
(Bachtrog and Gordo 2004; Goyal et al. 2011).

Lynch et al (1993) proposed a variant of Muller‘s ratchet that incorporates population
demographics: mutational meltdown. Under this regime, the accumulation of deleterious
mutations under Muller‘s ratchet results in decreased population size, which further
facilitates the accumulation of even more deleterious mutations through drift.
Consequently, fitness and population size concurrently enter a downward spiral which
may ultimately result in extinction (Lynch et al. 1993; Lynch et al. 1995). Loss of fitness
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due to mutational meltdown has been demonstrated in laboratory strains of yeast (Zeyl et
al. 2001). As with the initial formulation of Muller‘s ratchet, beneficial mutations may
inhibit mutational meltdown (Goyal et al. 2011).

Bull et al (2007; 2008) proposed a model of mutation-driven fitness decline that allows
for growing populations: lethal mutagenesis. Unlike like the previously discussed models
of Muller‘s ratchet, lethal mutagenesis is a deterministic process. Models of lethal
mutagenesis predict that a sufficiently high genomic mutation rate will generate an
overwhelming number of deleterious mutations that erode a population‘s equilibrium
absolute fitness to below one (Bull et al. 2007; Bull and Wilke 2008). Notably,
extinction by lethal mutagenesis is theoretically independent of population size but is
likely to be slowed or prevented by the availability of beneficial mutations (Bull and
Wilke 2008). The theory of lethal mutagenesis assumes that that a population is
continually growing and the condition for extinction is defined as

where b is the average number of offspring for each individual and Ud is the deleterious
mutation rate. If we relax the assumption that the population is continually growing and
fix b as 1 (i.e. every individual, on average, replaces itself in the populations and the
population size remains constant), then it becomes apparent that any mutation rate is
sufficient to drive an asexual population extinct and the lethal mutagenesis model is
merely a reformulation of Muller‘s ratchet (Colato and Fontanari 2001). The relevancy
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of the lethal mutagenesis model to experimental populations of fixed size is questionable.
Although lethal mutagenesis has been implicated in the extinction of viral populations
{Graci, 2008 #290; Graci, 2007 #389}, several attempts at chemically inducing lethal
mutagenesis have either been unsuccessful (Springman et al. 2010, see below) or have
failed to distinguish between theories of lethal mutagenesis and error catastrophe, a
separate model of extinction (Crotty et al. 2002).

Models of Muller‘s ratchet, including mutational meltdown and lethal mutagenesis,
assume that beneficial mutations are unavailable; all three processes would be slowed or
halted completely if beneficial mutations were available (Bachtrog and Gordo 2004;
Goyal et al. 2011). In contrast, the error catastrophe model operates in the presence of
available beneficial mutations (Eigen 1971; Eigen and Schuster 1979). In its original
formulation, error catastrophe occurs when the mutation rate of a population surpasses an
―error threshold‖, the point at which the accumulation of mutations overwhelms the
strength of purifying selection to maintain the fittest genotype (Eigen and Schuster 1979)
and any sequence is equally likely to be present, regardless of fitness. Theoretical work
regarding error catastrophe is based on quasispecies models with infinite population size,
soft selection, and a simplistic fitness landscape with a single fit genotype (Brumer et al.
2006; Summers and Litwin 2006). By definition, a population of infinite size cannot go
extinct, but surpassing the error threshold is usually assumed to be akin to extinction.
Recent theoretical work (Gerrish and Sniegowski, in prep.) suggests a new derivation of
the ―variance threshold‖ mutation rate that can be applied to experimental populations
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and gives a quantitative prediction about the relationship between genomic mutation rate
and fitness variation in a population that will lead to extinction:

Where U is the genomic mutation rate, is the average effect of all mutations, and
the additive genetic variance in fitness within the population.

is

can be defined as the

product of the fraction and mean effect of beneficial mutations minus the product of the
fraction and mean effect of deleterious mutations, thus
this formulation makes sense, as
mutations and

. Intuitively,

represents the overall deleterious effects of new

represents the strength of natural selection (Fisher 1930); therefore, if

the above condition is met, then the mutation rate of a population is above the variance
threshold and fitness should deterministically decline. A key advantage of this
formulation, relative to previous iterations of the error catastrophe model, is that all of the
variables can be estimated from experimental results. Drake (1991) conservatively
estimated a U≈.0019 in wild-type E.coli; assuming that changes in this genomic mutation
rate would be proportional to changes in the point mutation rate, the double-mutator
strain is expected to have a genomic mutation rate of ~8.55 (4,500*0.0019 = 8.55) while
the single mutator is estimated to have a rate of .19 (100*.0019=.19) mutations per
genome per generation. If we assume that beneficial mutations are negligible (fbmb=0),
then is equivalent to fdmd; As noted previously, Kibota and Lynch (1996) used mutation
accumulation experiments to conservatively estimate md≈.02 and Ud ≈ 0.0002 for wildtype E. coli growing in minimal media, thus

. Given these estimates and
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assuming that beneficial mutations are negligible, fitness variance must exceed ~.018
))) in the double-mutator population and 5.3*10-4 (

(

))) in the single-mutator population to prevent fitness from declining.
The fitness variance of the assayed double-mutator population does not exceed .018 at
any time point while the fitness variance of the single-mutator is consistently well above
the predicted variance threshold (Fig. 3-4), thus it appears that the mutation rate of the
assayed double-mutator population had surpassed the variance threshold from the onset
of propagation while the single-mutator population never approached it. It is important to
note that these estimates of the threshold are based on the assumption that beneficial
mutations are negligible. However, it is possible that the mutation rate of the doublemutator population is well beyond the predicted error threshold and beneficial mutations
may merely slow the decline in fitness, not stop it. Recent theoretical work (Gerrish and
Sniegowski, in prep.) suggests a second novel derivation of the ―error threshold‖ that
gives a quantitative prediction about the relationship between deleterious genomic
mutation rate and the fate of new beneficial mutations in a population that will lead to
extinction:

Where

is the deleterious mutation rate,

the population, and

is the fitness of the fittest individual in

, where N is population size,

is the fitness of

individual i , and S is the set of all suboptimal individuals (with fitness less than

).
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represents the number of incoming deleterious mutations and

represents a

measure of mutational load, which increases when a new beneficial mutation arises but
decreases as the fittest genotype accrues deleterious mutations (see Muller 1950; Haldane
1957) but. The probability and rate of fixation of a novel beneficial mutation is
dependent on the mutation‘s fitness effect relative to the average fitness of the
population. If we consider a population with a high mutation rate, the fitness advantage
of genotype with a beneficial mutation may be quickly eroded by arising deleterious
mutations, thus the probability and rate of fixation may decline to zero. A population that
cannot fix beneficial mutations may ultimately be destined for extinction if the strength
of deleterious mutations is sufficiently powerful. As noted above,

is estimated to be

~0.9 in the double-mutator and .02 in the single-mutator genotypes. The results shown in
Fig. 3-4 clearly show that the single-mutator population never approaches the error
threshold while the double-mutator surpasses the threshold at all but one assayed time
point.

The current results demonstrate that there are circumstances under which a sufficiently
high mutation rate can erode the fitness of a population as predicted by theory (Eigen and
Schuster 1977; Haigh 1978; Gessler 1995). It remains unclear which theoretical model or
combination of models best describes the fitness decline observed in this experiment. In
addition, the relationship between beneficial mutations and fitness decline has received
insufficient theoretical and experimental treatment and remains an important subject for
future research.
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Chapter 4. General Discussion
4.1. Introduction
Recent theory (Andre and Godelle 2005) and simulation results (Gerrish et al. 2007)
suggest that recurrent mutator hitchhiking in an asexual population should cause the
evolution of mutation rate to be upwardly biased. Theory also suggests that a sufficiently
high mutation rate might contribute to fitness decline and extinction in an asexual
population (Muller 1964; Eigen 1971; Bull and Wilke 2008). The work presented in
chapters II and III of this thesis experimentally investigated both of these theoretical
predictions. In this chapter, I review the primary results of the experiments, discuss their
possible limitations and implications, and suggest future directions of study.

4.2. Primary results
The results presented in chapter II support the notion that there are circumstances under
which recurrent mutator hitchhiking can indeed occur in an asexual population. A
mutator genotype bearing a mutation rate 4,500-fold greater than the wild-type rate fixed
in replicate populations of genotypes that already carried a 100-fold increase in mutation
rate over the wild-type genotype. The results presented in chapter III show that a 4,500fold increase in mutation rate is sufficient to cause a decline in fitness in replicate asexual
populations of E. coli over 2,500 generations, whereas a 100-fold increase in mutation
rate is not. Taken together, the results presented in both chapters are consistent with the
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idea that natural selection may drive the fixation of a very high mutation rate which,
paradoxically, is sufficient to drive fitness down.

4.3. Limitations of the experimental approach and future
directions
Although my results support the theory that a high mutation rate can evolve by natural
selection, the approaches used in chapter II do have obvious limitations. The doublemutator genotype was seeded into populations at a higher frequency than would have
applied had it arisen spontaneously, as was done in previous work with single-mutators
(Chao and Cox 1983). This approach does not answer the question of how a genotype
with a higher mutation rate would attain the frequency necessary for it to hitchhike in a
natural population. Previously, mutators have been observed to arise spontaneously in
experimental populations with a wild-type mutation rate and, over time, acquire chance
associations with beneficial mutations and hitchhike towards fixation (Sniegowski et al.
1997; Shaver et al. 2002). Spontaneously arising mutators have arisen in natural
populations as well and have been observed at high frequency (Matic 1997; Boe et al.
2000; Loeb 2001).

Theory predicts that recurrent spontaneous mutator hitchhiking (ie the sequential fixation
of more than one mutator allele in a population) should be observed in a single
population. A good experimental test of this prediction has recently been proposed
(Wylie et al. 2009) and is under development in our laboratory: propagate populations of
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single-mutator E. coli and observe whether a novel mutator allele arises and hitchhikes
towards fixation. As noted previously, spontaneous mutator hitchhiking has occurred in
experimentally propagated population of wild-type E. coli. Such an observation in
experimentally propagated populations of mutator E. coli would certainly lend further
experimental support to theory predicting recurrent mutator-hitchhiking.

The fitness decline observed in the propagation experiment (Ch. III) is consistent with
various theories of mutation-driven erosion of fitness. It is possible, or even probable
that some variations of Muller‘s ratchet and error catastrophe contribute to fitness
decline; my results do not address, however, to what degree each model might contribute
to the fitness decline. It might be possible to experimentally address this gap by
manipulating the size of the double-mutator populations. For example, if the doublemutator populations were operating under the stochastic regime of Muller‘s ratchet then
increasing the population size might prevent extinction in the short-term. Unfortunately,
such a test would be complicated because the double-mutator populations are likely also
operating under the deterministic regime of Muller‘s ratchet and it would require a
population size on the order of 1021 individuals

, an

extraordinarily large population size, to have any chance of producing a mutational class
that does not have at least one new mutation every generation. It should be noted again,
however, that estimates of

assume that beneficial mutations are negligible, thus it is

possible that a smaller population could escape the deterministic regime of fitness decline
by generating a sufficient number of beneficial mutations (Goyal et al. 2011).
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More detailed and more replicated data regarding population fitness may also provide
insight into the processes that erode fitness. The labor-intensive approach utilized here
does not allow for a very high degree of replication; I only propagated six double- and six
single-mutator populations and was limited to five-fold replication when estimating
absolute fitness of each population at each time point. Propagating large numbers of
populations in microplates would allow daily estimates of population fitness (data would
be available for every facet of fitness: the speed of recovery out of stationary phase,
maximal growth rate, and survival in stationary phase), easy archiving of evolving
populations at shorter intervals, and a high degree of replication.

A significant complication in quantitative analysis of mutation-driven extinction is the
effect of beneficial mutations. Most models of Muller‘s ratchet assume that no beneficial
mutations are available and my estimates of the error threshold assume that beneficial
mutations are negligible (recall that

and

I estimated

. In contrast, beneficial mutations are known to be available to the
double-mutator populations: all of the single-mutator and some of the double-mutator
populations increased in fitness early in the propagation. If beneficial mutations are
considered when calculating the error threshold, then the mutation rate necessary to
surpass the error threshold is predicted to be greater. Remarkably, the availability of
beneficial mutations was ultimately insufficient in preventing fitness decline in the
double-mutator populations which suggests that the mutation rate of the double-mutator
was, indeed, well above the error threshold. Although some models of Muller‘s ratchet
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and error catastrophe attempt to include beneficial mutations (Bachtrog and Gordo 2004;
Goyal et al. 2011), current theory does not provide an adequate framework for analysis of
the current results.

The results presented here generally support the theory that mutation rates may evolve
upwards to a rate that threatens the fitness of the population. However, the experiments
do not demonstrate both phenomena (hitchhiking and extinction) in one continuously
propagated population. I suggested above that the experimental propagation of mutator
E. coli populations of mutator E. coli might demonstrate whether a novel mutator allele
can spontaneously arise and hitchhike towards fixation; assuming mutator hitchhiking is
observed in such a population, then these populations might be propagated continually
and observed for fitness decline. Such an observation would certainly lend significant
experimental support to theory predicting recurrent mutator-hitchhiking and fitness
decline.

4.4. Implications
There are several basic and practical implications of the current work. It has been noted
previously that many asexual lineages derived from sexual populations (i.e.,
parthenogens) are evolutionarily short-lived (e.g. Haigh 1978; Maynard Smith 1982). As
noted in Ch. III, models of Muller‘s ratchet were initially proposed to explain an
advantage of sexual (or a disadvantage of asexual) reproduction. The current results, in
accordance with previous theory (Andre and Godelle 2005) and simulations (Gerrish et
al. 2007), suggest that the upward bias of mutation rate evolution, not solely deleterious
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mutations, may be influential in determining the ultimate fate of an asexual population.
In contrast, recombination in sexual populations may prevent mutator hitchhiking, thus a
sexual population might rarely be threatened by a high mutation rate. It is important to
note that many populations that are considered asexual, including natural populations of
E. coli, do undergo some form recombination. It remains an open question as to the level
of recombination necessary to prevent recurrent mutator hitchhiking.

It has been observed that RNA viruses have exceptionally high genomic mutation rates
relative to DNA based microbes (Drake et al. 1998; Drake and Holland 1999). With such
a high basal genomic mutation rate, a feasible route to treating viral infections might be
the induction of a mutation rate that surpasses a critical threshold. Current mutationbased approaches of treating viral infections involve the application of mutagens to
increase the genomic mutation rate of a virus (Loeb et al. 1999; Crotty et al. 2002;
Vignuzzi et al. 2005b; Graci et al. 2007; Graci et al. 2008). However, viruses are likely
to evolve resistance to mutagens in the same manner that they can evolve resistance to
many other antiviral drugs, often through loss-of-function mutations (Springman et al.
2010). Indeed, as noted in chapter III, preliminary experiments in our lab with E. coli
that have a viral-like mutation rate suggest that resistance to base analogue mutagens can
evolve rapidly, negating any potential long-term mutagenic effects (Balk et al. in prep)
Conversely, simulations of organisms with RNA virus-level mutation rates that have been
treated with a recombination-inhibiting drug suggest that the evolution of resistance to
this drug type does not occur and populations are likely to go extinct via increased
mutation rates and consequent error catastrophe (P. Gerrish, personal communication).
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This suggests that anti-recombinatorial drugs may be a potential candidate for the
treatment of viral infections.
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